ABSTRACT Microarrays with biomolecules (e.g., DNA and proteins), cells, and tissues immobilized on solid substrates are important tools for biological research, including genomics, proteomics, and cell analysis. In this paper, the current state of microarray fabrication is reviewed. According to spot formation techniques, methods are categorized as "contact printing" and "non-contact printing." Contact printing is a widely used technology, comprising methods such as contact pin printing and microstamping. These methods have many advantages, including reproducibility of printed spots and facile maintenance, as well as drawbacks, including low-throughput fabrication of arrays. Non-contact printing techniques are newer and more varied, comprising photochemistrybased methods, laser writing, electrospray deposition, and inkjet technologies. These technologies emerged from other applications and have the potential to increase microarray fabrication throughput; however, there are several challenges in applying them to microarray fabrication, including interference from satellite drops and biomolecule denaturization.
INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and protein microarrays, also called biochip microarrays, have accelerated the process of understanding gene and protein function in living organisms. Microarrays provide molecular signatures for cells, tissues and disease states that can be used for disease diagnosis, prediction, prevention, and drug discovery. A microarray is a two-dimensional arrangement of specific biological probes (e.g., DNA or protein molecules) deposited in an addressable fashion on a glass slide or other substrates (e.g., polymer-coated glass, plastics, nitrocellulose). The size of the glass slide is usually one by three inches, with thousands of isolated biological probes ranging from 50 to 300 µm in diameter arrayed on the surface.
DNA microarrays are widely used to measure gene expression levels following the outlined procedure. A DNA or ribonucleic acid (RNA) sample, representing the pool of expressed genes isolated from biological sources, is first amplified and labeled with a fluorescent dye. The sample is then hybridized with a DNA microarray to produce double stranded molecular structures made up of probes attached to the microarray chip surface and their complimentary targets present in the solution. To obtain information about the target solution, the chip is then rinsed to remove non-specifically bound target molecules, and evaluated using a laser scanner. The resulting fluorescent image reveals positions of probes where hybridization was successful, and therefore identifies targets present in the original solutions. The intensity of each spot is indicative of the relative expression of that particular gene; thus, in a single experiment, it is possible to simultaneously analyze an entire genome. DNA microarrays can also be used for genotyping or detecting subtle sequence variations, which may be used for disease diagnosis, evaluation, and drug development. In these applications, DNA microarrays must be versatile in sequence design and easy to fabricate in a reproducible manner.
While DNA microarrays are effective in measuring the levels of mRNA expressed in a cell, they cannot directly measure the amounts of the proteins that are transcripted. This has led to the development of protein microarrays for screening protein-protein or proteinligand (DNA, lipid, drugs) interactions, which can be applied to evaluating and diagnosing disease susceptibility and progression, and for discovering potential therapeutic targets faster and more accurately. 51, 52 Protein microarrays use similar concepts and principles for DNA microarrays, though physicochemical differences between DNA and protein necessitate different sample handling practices. For example, to maintain function and binding capacity, proteins must maintain their fragile three-dimensional structures throughout the fabrication process. Therefore, printing and immobilization of proteins on a substrate requires much more care than DNA. In contrast to nucleic acid molecules, which by nature form highly specific interactions with complementary molecules, protein molecules do not, in general, have such specific interactions. For this reason, most protein microarrays are created from a small subset of proteins and antibodies that form specific strong interactions with target molecules. Another challenge for protein microarray fabrication is sample preparation. Isolation, purification, and synthesis of proteins are more difficult and expensive than for nucleic acids. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, proteins cannot be easily amplified like nucleic acids, using polymerase chain reaction. 90 Despite these drawbacks, protein microarrays have shown promise for parallel analyses of protein functions and in genomic research.
In addition to DNA and protein microarrays, biomicroarrays also include cell microarrays 17, 80, 90 and tissue microarrays. 34, 60 Cell microarrays combine wellestablished methods for cellular investigation with the high-throughput screening capabilities of microarrays. They can be used in drug screening, in vitro toxicology testing and in functional genomic studies. Tissue microarrays, formed by embedding biopsies of donor tissue blocks on a substrate, are used for phenotypic analyses (e.g., immunohistochemistry). By monitoring the expression of molecular markers in these arrays, many pathological characteristics can be determined (stage and progression of the disease).
Although there are several general reviews of biochip microarrays, 14, 25, 67 we focus here on the fabrication (or printing) techniques used to form two-dimensional arrays of probe molecules (DNA and proteins). Microarray fabrication is inherently a biological fluid dispensing process. 56 Nanoliter drops of biological solutions are deposited in an addressable arrangement of spots on a substrate surface. The spots must be homogeneous and dense, yet spatially discrete. Table 1 summarizes the types of printing techniques and presents the organization of this review. Printing methods can be broadly categorized into contact and non-contact printing methods. During contact printing, a printing device comes in physical contact with the substrate while depositing biological samples. In contrast, non-contact printing involves no physical contact between the device and the substrate (e.g., photolithography, ink-jet printing, and laser writing). Each of these array fabrication techniques can be sub-classified as serial or parallel. In serial deposition, serially repeated movements of the printing device limit fabrication throughput. Hence, parallel deposition techniques are a better choice for large-scale fabrication; however, most of the parallel techniques for depositing biomolecules are newer and thus, less developed than serial techniques. 59 All microarray fabrication techniques target the same objective: efficient deposition of uniform, dense arrays of small droplets of probe molecules. In addition, a technique should minimize cost and the required volume of solution, while preventing solution contamination 
CONTACT PRINTING TECHNIQUES
Contact printing methods are used to form arrays by means of direct contact between the printing device and the substrate. As shown in Table 1 , contact printing technologies employ solid pins, split pins, nano-tips, and microstamps. One of the first approaches used for microarray fabrication was contact printing with a single pin, which evolved into methods relying on an array of pins. While pin printing is a serial deposition method, microstamps are used for depositing a large number of proteins or DNA molecules in a parallel fashion. Nano-tip printing is the most recent technology based on Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) and yields arrays with submicron spots.
Pin Printing
Pin printing is a widely used technique for microarray fabrication. Accurate quantitative analysis of printed microarrays is only possible if spot uniformity (i.e., spotto-spot size and shape repeatability) and positional accuracy are achieved. 88 Spot uniformity is primarily determined by the sample viscosity, pin contact area, pin surface properties, substrate surface properties, and substrate planarity. Additional factors include pin velocity, the precision of robotic controls, and environmental control of humidity, temperature, and contamination. A high pin velocity (>2 cm/s) can induce high inertial forces that drive large sample volumes out of the pin, making the size of spots very large. 72 However, inertia typically does not play a large role in pin printing. Pin printing is governed by the surface tension of the solution, and the wettability of the solution on the substrate. Maintaining a high, stable humidity prevents the sample from evaporating from the wells and pin channels. Temperature affects the sample viscosity and therefore, the dispensed volume. Contamination and dust must be controlled if high-quality arrays are to be produced with minimal risk of split pin clogging.
Pin Design
The first microarrays, developed in Pat Brown's lab at Stanford University, were fabricated by contact printing with pins. 74, 77, 86 This technique continues to be widely used for most non-commercial microarray fabrication. A key feature of this method is the pin design. Figure 1 depicts designs that are currently used for microarray contact printing. The simplest design (Figure 1(a) ) is a solid pin (i.e., no slit). The first solid pins had convex tips while the solid pins used today have flat tips with a precisely controlled diameter or concave tips for more efficient printing. 47 Other designs (Figure 1(b) -(e)) incorporate splits (or "gaps") with various shapes, and diameters ranging from 60 µm to 200 µm. The most complex design (Figure 1(e) ) 86 has a screw to adjust the gap distance. Pins are more difficult to manufacture as the pin diameter shrinks. The most commonly used contact printing tips used today are "Ink stamps," developed by TeleChem International, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA. 82 
Solid pins
The simplest method of microarray printing is solid pin contact printing. In this method, a solid pin is dipped into a reservoir to load the sample on the tip of the pin (Figure 2(a) ). The pin then touches to the substrate surface to deposit the sample (Figure 2(b) ). A single sample load is usually sufficient for printing a few spots. If more than a few spots are needed, the pin must be repeatedly moved between the array and the microplate, which slows the process considerably. Therefore, solid pins are usually used for low-density arrays. However, there are a number of key advantages to this system. For highly viscous solutions, which may clog small orifices, solid pin deposition is the only effective method. 89 Additionally, solid pins can be cleaned more easily than other printing methods. The simple design enables robust and reliable printing.
While solid pin printing is a relatively simple method, the construction of solid pins is not trivial. They are commonly manufactured from metals, such as stainless steel, tungsten, and titanium. There are a number of fabrication limitations when using conventional mechanical machining techniques. During machining, a pin experiences stresses that leave it vulnerable to corrosion and deformation. 89 More importantly, mechanical fabrication processes are not capable of forming uniform surfaces, which are essential for uniform drop printing. Machining creates burrs, grind marks, and polish lines that have a significant effect on the pin surface area and adhesive properties. In addition, these processes often leave residual surface impurities and contaminants. Compared to conventional mechanical machining, an alternative, electrochemical micromachining, allows for greater control of tip shape and surface characteristics. 89 Much of the innovation in solid pin designs has been to develop different tip shapes to improve spot uniformity. For example, Weibel 89 used electrochemical techniques to develop several different tip shapes and surface textures. A particularly interesting design had a very smooth, hydrophobic surface along the side, with an etched, hydrophilic surface on the tip (Figure 3 ). The spot volume was controlled by texturing the pin differently along the length of the pin. Ito et al. 29 developed a complex tip shape capable of forming uniform spots of various diameters. The design features a notched cross in the pin tip, which acts as a small cavity to hold the droplet. After trying a number of shapes, a w-shaped notched tip was found to form the most consistent spots. While this design appears as an improvement, reliability was not discussed. It is likely that these pins may be fragile and are susceptible to damage after repeated use.
A unique modification of the solid pin design is the pin and ring spotter. 47 In this design, a large capillary tube is used to load and hold the sample. During deposition, a solid pin is passed through the solution in the capillary, piercing the lower meniscus, to contact the substrate, depositing a drop. This design is capable of efficient spotting, because the solid pin does not have 89 to be cleaned and reloaded between each application. Mace et al. 47 also demonstrated that this printing device can produce droplets with consistent diameters. Unfortunately, this system requires significant modification of conventional microarray robotic systems, which limits its utility for widespread immediate use.
Split pins
Split pins are the most commonly used printing devices in DNA microarray production. The main advantage of this method over using solid pins is the ability to print many spots serially without having to reload sample, providing higher throughput. Figure 4 shows the microarray printing process using split pins. First, the pins are wetted with biological fluid in wells of a microplate. During this process, the sample is loaded into a fine microchannel in each pin (10 to 100 µm in diameter) by capillary forces. As surface tension forces dominate over inertial forces at the microscale, the gravity effect is negligible. When the pin touches a substrate surface, picoliter-nanoliter volumes of fluid are transferred onto the surface, depending on materials, shapes, and diameters of the pins. To overcome surface tension and drive the fluid onto the tip during deposition, the pin is accelerated and then decelerated as it strikes the surface. Ink stamps, 82 a variation of split pins, do not require tapping force (i.e., contact with the substrate) since the sample solution is already at the pin tip. However, a small tapping force is usually applied to compensate for uneven substrate surfaces and to ensure sample-substrate contact.
When a pin is used to print multiple solutions, it must be washed and cleaned to avoid cross contamination. The load-print-wash process is repeated until the desired number of biological spots is printed on the substrate surface. It has been shown that as substrate surfaces are more hydrophilic, spot size increases by nearly 50% and spot geometry transitions from square to round. 50 The increase in spot size is also proportional to the log of viscosity of the printing solution. 50 During spot deposition, the tapping force can cause the pin tip to deform; thus, the choice of pin materials is important. Split pins are more prone to deformation than solid pins due to the tip structure. Split pins are commonly constructed from stainless steel, tungsten, or titanium 89 by Electric Discharge Machining (EDM). Differences between pin materials have 28 been reported. 86 Titanium is more difficult to machine, which leads to poor slot geometry fidelity, while tungsten carbide is susceptible to shattering, especially at the tip. Ceramics are also used for pin manufacturing. Ceramics provide robustness so that the tip is less susceptible to damage caused by tapping forces. Rose et al. 73 patented a split pin printing system consisting of a ceramic tip coated with a hydrophobic film. George et al. 18 reported increased consistency in spot morphology printed by ceramic microcapillaries when compared to spots printed by standard stainless steel split pins.
In addition to tip deformation, another shortcoming of split pin technology is clogging by dust particles or contaminants, making it unsuitable for printing high viscosity solutions, such as protein solutions. Wider pin tips are preferable for this technique because smaller tips are more susceptible to clogging. However, as reported, 86 wide slits suffer from spot size irreproducibility. Tip size is often a compromise between spotting accuracy and susceptibility to clogging.
Ito and Tachibana 28 developed a variation on the split pin design, shown in Figure 5 . The split pin spots reproducible volumes onto a water-absorbing substrate, such as a nylon membrane. The pin consists of two parts, a supply portion and holding portion. These parts can slide relative to each other so that the supply portion can deliver a small volume of solution to the holding portion by capillary force when the two parts are in contact. Upon separation, the holding part is brought into contact with the substrate, to deliver a sample droplet. Because the volume of the delivered droplet is determined by the size of the holding-portion channel, spot volume is much more consistent than for conventional split pin designs. This design is developed for printing onto a water-absorbing substrate, making it of questionable value for printing onto standard glass slides.
An interesting method for printing biomolecule samples, which resembles split pin printing, was developed by Sheehan et al. 78 The Radiograph ® drafting pen can deposit spots with diameters ranging from 100 µm to 600 µm. In this system, an array of pens is mounted on a translation stage, enabling simultaneous deposition of tens of spots of DNA solution onto the substrate. As shown in Figure 6 , this design features an integrated chamber that can contain significant amounts of solution compared to other pin types. A fine metal wire extends from the tip to the chamber. When the wire is pressed, a gap is formed such that fluid can flow to the tip. This device is simple to implement and relatively inexpensive. Additionally, the spotting solution can be stored in the pen for multiple uses. Adapted from Tsai and Kim. 83 
Silicon pins
Recently, silicon pins have been developed as an alternative to conventional metal pins. Silicon presents several advantages over metal, including reproducibility, parallel fabrication, smaller features, and robust material properties. Micromachined silicon pins reduce costs and allow for greater dimensional tolerances and smaller features. For example, silicon channels can be made much narrower than 50 µm, a typical limit for metal pins. These smaller channels produce smaller droplets, which in turn increase spot density and throughput. In addition to dimensional advantages, silicon has outstanding material properties. It is much harder than most metals and is less susceptible to deformation and wearing. Silicon pin arrays are also much lighter than conventional pin arrays. The lighter weight causes less force on the pin tips and the printing surface for improved performance and durability.
Despite the advantages of silicon over conventional materials, it also has several notable disadvantages. Although the mechanical strength of silicon is useful in resisting deformation, these pins occasionally cause fractures in substrate coating, yielding undesirable, doughnut-shaped spots. 50 Furthermore, pin clogging, pin sliding (i.e., movement in the horizontal direction) and the need for preprinting are problematic for pins formed from silicon and metal alike. For these reasons, micromachined silicon pin technology has not yet been widely adopted. However, silicon shows promise for printing systems relying on disposable, low-cost devices.
Tsai and Kim 83 developed a silicon split pin to address the issues of microarray accuracy and repeatability. Using these silicon spotting pins, spots were printed with diameters as small as 16 µm. Additionally, each pin was able to load 1 µl of DNA solution, which doubles the volume of a conventional pin load. The pins were tested in a commercial microarray printing system and ± 3 µm consistency in spot size was achieved. The pin channel, shown in Figure 7 , consisted of two parts with different widths (40 µm and 420 µm), providing constant pressure differences and sample driving forces. The pins were fabricated by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates and wet release with buffered hydrofluoric acid ( Figure 8 ). The use of SOI allows for a very thin tip while retaining the handle bulk layer for pin handling.
Belaubre et al. 7 and Leichle et al. 38 developed silicon pins with improved sample loading by means of electrowetting (i.e., electrical enhancement of the surface wettability). Leichle et al. 38 fabricated pins with metallic electrodes using SOI wafers. Pins were microfabricated by DRIE. Conductive electrodes were either deposited by electron beam evaporation or formed by silicon doping with phosphorous. Metallic or doped electrodes were formed on the channel walls of 5 µm × 5 µm cantilevers. When an electrical potential was applied between the electrodes and the liquid, the liquid level in the channel rose ( Figure 9 ). Applied voltages ranged from 4 V to 30 V for sample loading. Spots of 10 µm 38 and 30 µm 7 were produced by contact deposition. Parallel Synthesis Technologies (PST), Inc., Santa Clara, CA, developed a silicon pin and a print head for reduced pin sliding. 63 As shown in Figure 10 , this system features a collimator with 5 µm clearance for pin alignment. The pins are held in place in the printing head by elastomeric foam, which controls the linear force at vertical deflections and brings the pins to their 63 original position after deflection. In contrast to the designs described above, 7, 38, 83 the PST pins are formed from regular silicon wafers rather than more costly SOI wafers. The pins are formed by etching silicon at the tip to the desired pin thickness. With a minimum thickness of 50 µm, 63 these pins are thicker than those formed using SOI wafers. Figure 11 shows an example of a microarray printing system. Pins are carried by a pin head as it transfers samples from the microplate to the substrate. The pins float under their own weight and are free to move in the vertical direction in the pin head when in contact with the FIGURE 11 System for microarrray printing. Print head mounted on translation system carries printing devices (pins) from the source microplate to the substrate, where it deposits sample. Adapted from Ito and Tachibana. 28 substrate. There are usually 16, 64, or 96 pins in one pin head. 72 The usual pin spacing of 4.5 mm or 9 mm is determined by the commercial microplate configuration-394 or 96 wells, respectively. Microarrays do not exactly map the source plate; in fact, spot distance on microarrays is much smaller than the distance between the source plate wells. A typical density of spots with 75-360 µm diameters is 400-10000 spots/cm 2 . As described, the pins are dipped into the wells, and the solution is held by surface tension on the outside of solid pins or driven into the slit/channel in split pins by capillary forces. Dipping split pins in a larger sample volume results in spot inconsistency in the first few spots due to the draining of the excess sample solution from the pin sidewalls; therefore, preprinting is necessary until uniform printing is achieved. 72 The typical substrates for microarray printing are microscope slides. Prior to spotting, the slides are treated with poly-lysine, amino silanes or amino-reactive silanes that enable DNA or protein to bind to the surface and prevent the sample from being washed away during the hybridization process. In addition, the dispensed sample spot spreads less if the surface is hydrophobic, allowing higher array densities. Other materials, such as polymer-coated glass or plastics, are also used as substrates for microarray printing.
Pin Printing System
Accurate quantitative analysis of printed microarrays is only possible if spot uniformity (i.e., the spot size and shape is consistent and reproducible) and positional accuracy are achieved. 88 As discussed above, spot uniformity is affected by the sample viscosity, pin contact area, pin surface properties, substrate surface properties, and substrate planarity. Additional factors that define spot sizes are pin velocity, the precision of robotic controls, environmental control of humidity, temperature, and contamination. A high pin velocity (>2 cm/s) can induce high inertia forces that drive large sample volumes out of the pin, making the size of spots very large. 72 Setting a high, stable humidity level prevents the sample from evaporating from the wells and pin channels. Temperature affects sample viscosity and therefore, dispensed volume. Contamination and dust must be controlled if high-quality arrays are to be produced with minimal risk of split pin clogging.
Pin printing is probably the most popular method for microarray fabrication. However, the primary reason for the development of other printing methods is the tedious, time-consuming nature of pin printing. Rose 72 reported that typical printing time for an Arrayit ChipMaker TM 2 microprinting system (TeleChem International, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA), including loading, preprinting, printing, and washing of pins, was 0.2 h for a 384-well microplate using 32 pins, and 6.4 h for a 384-well microplate using a single pin. These inherent inefficiencies have spurred the development of other spotting methods.
Microstamping
Pin printing is an inherently serial technique in which a single pin or groups of pins are iteratively loaded for spotting. An alternative to pin printing is microstamping. With microstamps, hundreds of spots are printed in parallel, enabling high-throughput microarray fabrication. The microstamping process, depicted in Figure 12 , is simple and inexpensive and can be readily conducted in a laboratory. A sample is first adsorbed on the patterned surface of a stamp and then transferred to a substrate by physical contact. In order to obtain good contact, microstamps are generally made from elastomeric materials, such as poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which conform to surface roughness under an applied load.
Microcontact printing with elastomeric stamps, along with other soft lithographic microfabrication techniques, was developed by Whitesides' group 92, 95 and first demonstrated for self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols on gold. 35 Elastomeric stamps are manufactured by a micromolding technique that requires only a single photolithography step ( Figure 13 ). Mold masters are fabricated by photolithography to define a pattern of the stamp. Then, an uncured liquid elastomer (e.g., PDMS) is cast on the master. After curing, the stamp is released from the master. This process enables reproducible, low-cost batch production, resulting in inexpensive and disposable microstamps. Using disposable stamps minimizes the problems of sample carry-over, cross-contamination, and the timeconsuming cleaning processes that are required for pin printing. Hydrogels have also been used as a stamp material for protein patterning. 49 One limitation of elastomeric microstamp fabrication procedure is the necessity of using photolithog-FIGURE 13 Microstamp fabrication. The master is fabricated by photolithography to define the feature of the stamp. The liquid elastomer is then cast on the master to produced designed patterns. After the curing process, the stamp is released from the master. 84 raphy and cleanroom facilities to form the stamp molds. In response to this challenge, Xia et al. 91 developed several non-photolithographic methods for elastomeric stamp fabrication. One such method, shown in Figure 14 , uses polystyrene spherical beads for casting PDMS stamps. Polystyrene spheres suspended in a solvent are deposited on a flat silicon substrate in a thin layer. They form a hexagonal densely packed configuration as a result of laminar flow and attractive capillary forces. After the solvent evaporates, the bead assembly is used as a mold master for making PDMS stamps.
Microstamping has the capacity to form arrays with very high resolution (e.g., inter-spot spacing of 100 nm). 8, 70 The low elastic modulus of the commonly used PDMS (e.g., Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) limits the production of arrays with spots smaller than 100 nm. 61 Stamp tips smaller than 100 nm buckle and deform under stamping forces. Based on the design by Schmid and Michel, 75 Odom et al. 61 developed stamps capable of forming even smaller spots using two layer devices. These stamps were formed from a stiff layer made of a "hard" PDMS and a flexible layer made of conventional PDMS. Some disadvantages for microstamping are related to the sample volumes transferred. In microstamping, the amount of sample transferred from the stamp to the substrate is not well controlled and depends on both surface and sample properties. Additionally, for the same amount of printed sample, microstamping requires larger initial sample volumes, as only a small amount of solution in a well is adsorbed onto the stamp surface, and only a small fraction of the adsorbed solution is transferred from the stamp to the substrate, due to strong non-specific adsorption to the hydrophobic stamp material. Likewise, if microstamps are to be reused, the washing process is more tedious than for pins because of non-specific adsorption. 59 Microstamping techniques for biomolecules can be categorized into indirect stamping 40, 49, 69, 80 and the more recently developed direct stamping. 13, 30, 41, 43, 70 Both categories utilize similar tools but different stamping procedures. In indirect stamping, the SAM is first patterned on the substrate, which is then exposed to the sample solution. In direct microstamping, samples (DNA, proteins) are simply transferred from an inked stamp to the substrate in a single step. Regardless of direct or indirect stamping, the first step in microstamping is "inking" sample onto the stamp surface.
Inking
The first step in microstamping is to "ink" a stamp with the sample solution or SAM solution. The inking process is important because it significantly affects spot size and accuracy. Since PDMS is hydrophobic, the inking process begins with hydrophilic treatment of the stamp surface so that inking solutions can adhere. This treatment is typically accomplished by coating the stamps with a thin aluminum film 41 or by exposure to oxygen plasma. 36 For example, Lin et al. 41 treated the tip surface with a 1 µm thin aluminum film to make the tip hydrophilic while maintaining hydrophobic side surfaces. In this way, the spot size of the protein solu-
Once the stamp surface is treated to be hydrophilic, the stamp is inked by simply dipping the stamp into the sample well. Lin et al. 41 showed that the sample well chip can be designed to ink sections of a stamp with different proteins. Alternatively, injecting devices (e.g., piezoneedles 36 ) have been used to deliver equal amounts of DNA solution to stamp sites. Such metered inking ensures good control of spot size and requires robotically controlled equipment. The capability of microstamping to yield multiple arrays from a single sample load has also been demonstrated. 36 Martin et al. 49 introduced hydrogel polymer poly(6-acryloyl-β -O-methylgalactopyranoside-co-methylenebis-acrylamide) as a stamp material for protein microarray fabrication. The stamp consisted of a narrow capillary with hydrogel inserted at the end of the capillary. An antibody solution was loaded into the dry polymer through a 40 µm diameter feedline, hydrating the polymer. The swollen polymer containing protein was then stamped onto the substrate surface for about 2 sec leaving circular spots of antibody. The authors used the stamp for serial microarray fabrication, suggesting it can be assembled into an array of stamps for parallel stamping.
Contact inking was used by Libioulle et al. 40 to form accurate SAM patterns of alkanethiols on gold. Spots smaller than 500 nm in diameter are difficult to achieve due to the diffusion of ink molecules away from the contact region. The design 40 was developed to overcome this diffusion problem by transferring sample from an impregnated, flat PDMS pad to a PDMS stamp by simply bringing them in contact, as depicted in Figure 15 . In this manner, only the contact zones of a stamp are inked, resulting in high-resolution stamping. The amount of ink transferred from the pad to the stamp was controlled by changing the concentration of the impregnating thiol solution. This method was originally proposed for indirect stamping, but should also be applicable to direct stamping.
Lin et al. 43 developed a novel inking method by loading the sample solution into wells fabricated on the back of a PDMS stamp. This microstamp chip, illustrated in Figure 16 , contains sample wells from which different DNA solutions are delivered to the microstamp tips. Prior to loading samples, the stamp surfaces were treated in oxygen-plasma to make them hydrophilic. A single cylindrical stamp had a height of 100 µm, an inner diameter of 50 µm, and an outer diameter of 200 µm. Under an approximately 1.4 N uniformly distributed force, spots of 210 µm in diameter were deposited, which is only 5% larger than the size of the stamp tips.
Direct Stamping
In direct stamping, the stamp is inked with biological sample, and then brought into physical contact with the substrate. A low-magnitude load is usually applied for a few seconds to ensure the stamp surface conforms to the substrate. Then the stamp is removed from the substrate leaving sample spots behind. Lin et al. 43 identified stamp removal speed from the substrate and sample contact angle as key parameters in achieving uniform
FIGURE 16
Microstamping system: the microstamp consists of discrete wells, which can be filled with different samples. Samples are directed by surface tension to the tips of the microstamps through the embedded microchannels. When brought into contact with the substrate (Bio-Assay Chip) for less than 1 min, the microstamp prints sample arrays. 43 shape and volume of printed spots, along with surface roughness and the gap between the stamp tips and the substrate. Numerical simulations 42, 43 revealed that the transfer process and physics of the stamping process rely on the liquid and gas phase fluid dynamics.
The applied contact pressure is another important parameter for stamping spot uniformity, but has not been reported in the literature. The deformation of the PDMS stamp under applied pressure can cause significant spot size increase and shape deformation, which is exacerbated when combined with substantial substrate roughness. More importantly, the dependence of the minimum load needed for uniform contact needs to be evaluated as a function of substrate roughness and the minimum time needed for contact.
Besides controlling the spot size, control of solution concentration is also required for quantitative fluorescence readings. Renault et al. 70 demonstrated that careful control of the concentration of the protein solutions to be inked onto the stamp surface enables accurate control of the concentration of protein molecules in the stamped spots. As an extreme example, the authors printed single antibody molecules by reducing the microstamp feature diameters below 100 nm and by diluting the molecules in the ink.
Direct stamping can also be implemented by means of microfluidic channels, 30 a method first introduced for stamping and curing polymers. 31 A patterned PDMS device with an array of channels is temporarily bound to the substrate and a bio-sample solution fills the channels by capillary forces (Figure 17(a) ). The PDMS stamp is then peeled off, leaving behind a pattern on the substrate defined by the channel geometry. This process is not limited to single bio-sample patterning. Different samples can be 13 introduced into designated channels simultaneously. Microchannels can also be designed to allow flow of different solutions in the same channel, as Figure 17 (b) illustrates, because flow is laminar (i.e., no advective mixing) inside the microchannels.
The PDMS microfluidic deposition device illustrated in Figure 17 (c), 13 has a microchannel with inlet and outlet ports to hold solutions to be stamped. When the stamp is pressed against a substrate, the solution flows through the channel and prints a spot on the substrate. This flow deposition system enables printing of highly concentrated samples by allowing desired molecules to bond to the substrate while washing away unwanted materials.
Indirect Stamping
In indirect stamping, the stamp is inked with chemical groups or SAMs rather than biological samples to be deposited. 3, 40, 49, 69, 80 Patterned SAMs are generally formed by printing alkanethiol on a gold substrate, 35 which is typically followed by coating the rest of the exposed surface with other SAMs to prevent nonspecific sample binding, as shown in Figure 18 . Active chemical groups can also be introduced onto a patterned stamp surface, instead of the substrate, to selectively bind molecules from the ink (i.e., a sample solution). 69 By activating individual stamp tips with different chemical groups, various microarray patterns can be achieved.
Indirect printing is not suitable to use when more than one solution is to be printed on the same substrate. 49 When forming multiplex microarrays, the entire surface is exposed to a series of solutions containing different molecules/cells to be patterned. Very 84 often, undesired nonspecific molecule adsorption or cross-reaction into a previously patterned region occurs.
Nano-Tip Printing
In order to achieve a higher spot density and more complex arrays, spot sizes must be reduced. The technologies developed for printing spots at the submicron scale are based on atomic force microscopy (AFM). These methods employ an AFM nano-tip for: (1) adding a sample or its binding molecules to the substrate (Figure 19(a) ), known as dip-pen lithography; 37, 65 or (2) removing SAM molecules (Figure 19(b) ), known as AFM grafting. 87, 93 When an AFM tip is brought into contact with a substrate, the solution flows from the coated tip to the substrate or vice versa by capillary action.
In dip-pen lithography (Figure 19(a) ) a sample that binds proteins or other biomolecules is transferred from the tip to the substrate creating nano-patterns. The rest of the substrate is blocked with molecules that do not bind biomolecules and the substrate is then exposed to the biomolecule solution. Lee et al. 37 used dip-pen lithography for printing a solution of Retronectin and demonstrated cell adhesion to the resulting submicron spots. The resolution of the printed nano-patterns depends on the tip-substrate contact time and relative humidity. 65 Piner et al. 65 demonstrated that substrate roughness is an important parameter. When printing 30 nm wide lines of alkanethiols on a gold substrate, they found that the lines were discontinuous and followed the substrate grain shape.
The AFM grafting method utilizes an AFM tip to remove one SAM layer (e.g., molecules that resist protein adsorption) on selected areas and simultaneously add another SAM (e.g., protein binding molecules), as illustrated in Figure 19(b) . Thus, nano-patterns can be modified and improved in situ, without repeating the whole fabrication procedure.
AFM printing technology is a serial printing method, and is therefore slow compared to microstamping. Slow printing reduces fabrication efficiency and also limits device functionality because sample volumes are very small and tend to dry out quickly. Furthermore, non-specific binding becomes a serious issue because the size of spots approaches the size of protein molecules. Regardless, these techniques are useful for printing nanometer sized features in complex microarrays, where different types of molecules are placed selectively at different sites. The great advantage of AFM printing is that the same tip is used for both printing and reading (i.e., detection). By utilizing AFM reading, molecular and physical properties (e.g., height, roughness, shape) can be directly detected. 87 
NON-CONTACT PRINTING TECHNIQUES
Contact printing methods include a variety of techniques, but all methods ultimately involve contact between the substrate surface and a stamp or pin. In contrast, non-contact printing techniques vary considerably from photochemistry-based methods to laser writing to fluid droplet dispensing.
There are two main advantages to non-contact printing: reduced contamination and higher throughput. By keeping the printing device and the substrate separated at all times, the likelihood of contamination is greatly reduced. Hence, the need to constantly clean the printing device between uses is eliminated. Furthermore, non-contact printing methods hold the greatest potential for increasing microarray fabrication throughput. Many non-contact methods deposit solutions in parallel, allowing entire arrays to be produced simultaneously.
Photochemistry-Based Printing
Photochemistry microarray printing is based on chemical treatment of the substrate and UV light exposure through photomasks. The two main methods are photolithography 9, 46, 55, 66 and direct photochemical patterning. 9, 26, 68 In photolithography, a positive photoresist layer is spin-coated onto the substrate, exposed to UV light through a photomask and then developed to form micrometer sized open regions where adhesionpromoting molecules are bound (Figure 20(a) ). The substrate is then immersed in solvent to remove the remaining photoresist, and adhesion-resistant molecules are bound to the exposed glass surfaces. Direct photochemical patterning is very similar to photolithography except that it does not require a photoresist layer. A substrate is coated with photochemical molecules and exposed to UV light through a photo mask, as illustrated in Figure 20(b) . UV-exposed molecules are either activated or deactivated to bind biological molecules of interest. Photochemistry-based fabrication methods are mainly applied to protein and DNA arrays although cell adhesion regions can also be fabricated in this way. 10, 23, 33, 46 Similar to all parallel patterning methods, photochemistry features high throughput. The disadvantages include the risk of biomolecule denaturization by photoresist solvents and the difficulty in patterning different samples in a single step. 84 Photolithographic printing is commonly used in generating DNA microarrays of in situ synthesized oligonucleotides. 53, 64 For example, the Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA, process comprises serial light exposures through different photolithographic masks followed by the chemical synthesis of DNA bases at the exposed/activated sites. After each exposure a single DNA base is coupled to the activated sites and the process is repeated until the sequences are generated. As a serial process, this method can be time consuming for longer sequences of oligonucleotides, but it provides high-density arrays. The GeneChip ® (Affymetrix Inc.), a high-density-oligonucleotide array, is generated on fused silica substrates that carry 50 to 400 replicate arrays. Each has up to 400,000 probes on a 1.6 cm 2 area. 67 A recent innovation is to use a virtual mask created on a computer and projected onto the substrate with a digital micromirror array. 39, 79 Microfeatures measuring 16 µm 2 were created in this way. 79 
Electro-Printing
A few groups have been developing techniques for biomolecule microarray fabrication that utilize electrochemistry and other on-chip electric field effects.
The NanoChip ® (Nanogen, San Diego, CA) utilizes the negative charges of DNA and RNA molecules to immobilize them on an array of positively charged microelectrodes. 19, 24 Electrodes are coated with a streptavidin-agarose permeation layer and probes are biotinylated such that after the field is turned off, the probe molecules remain non-covalently bound to the surface. In addition, positive charge at individual test sites attracts target DNA molecules whose rapid concentration enables reduced hybridization times. The NanoChip ® can have 25 to 10,000 test sites/electrodes, with dimensions of 80 µm to 30 µm, respectively. Dense and complex arrays require more sophisticated technology, with integrated complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (CMOS) features.
Livache et al. 44, 45 demonstrated immobilization of DNA in a microarray by electrochemical means. By sequentially activating 50 × 50 µm gold electrodes fabricated on silicon, a mixture of conductive polypyrrole (PPy) and PPy modified by a specific oligonucleotide probe is electrooxidized which results in copolymerization of a PPy film carrying covalently linked oligonucleotides immobilized onto the electrodes.
In addition to pre-formed oligonucelotide capture, electrochemical means have also been used for in situ synthesis of oligonucleotides. 4, 16 CombiMatrix Corp., Mukilteo, WA, has developed a chip that contains 1024 programmable electrodes on a 1 cm 2 footprint that is capable of electrochemically facilitating in situ synthesis of oligonucelotides. This microarray chip is also based on CMOS semiconductor wafer technology.
Droplet Dispensing
Droplet dispensing can be classified into three types: motion controlled pin printing, inkjet printing, and electrospray deposition (ESD).
Motion Controlled Non-Contact Pin Printing
Zeng et al. 94 proposed the use of existing contact pin printing technologies to produce microarrays without contacting the substrate. This motion controlled non-contact pin printing method uses conventional split pins. Sample solution is loaded into a split pin by capillary forces, then the pin is accelerated towards the substrate. It is abruptly stopped before contact, driving the solution within the pin out by momentum and forming a liquid bridge between the pin and the substrate. Finally, as the pin is drawn away, the liquid bridge pinches off and a droplet is left behind on the substrate surface.
Motion controlled non-contact pin printing relies on precise control of pin acceleration, velocity, and position. The pin tip must be stopped a minimum of 2 µm from the substrate. 94 The deposited spot volume is strongly dependent on the velocity of the pin as it is retracted from the surface. According to numerical simulation, the entire process takes less than 4 ms. No experimental results were reported to confirm the feasibility of this approach. 94 This method solves the problems of pin-tapping, and is most likely compatible with existing contact printing equipment controlled with highly precise robotics. Some difficulties associated with motion controlled printing can be foreseen with the use of even smaller printing pins because surface tension effects scale as 1/L, while inertial effects scale with fluid volume (L 3 ), where L is length. 48 
Inkjet Printing
The established technique of pin printing requires expensive and sophisticated robotic systems. In order to reduce the cost of printing biomolecules, attempts have been made to use ink-jet printing technology for microarray fabrication. In most cases, commercially available printers are modified to dispense a biomolecule solution instead of ink. 1 These printers are often one or two orders of magnitude cheaper than robotic pin printing systems. The two main types of inkjet printers are thermal and piezoelectric. 1 In thermal inkjet printing, resistive heaters (∼200 • C) evaporate a small volume of ink which then drives a droplet of ink through a nozzle. Piezoelectric printers avoid high temperatures by using piezoelectric actuators to dispense droplets.
Inkjet printing technology is attractive as it is inexpensive and delivers small droplets with reproducible volumes. Unfortunately, there are four significant drawbacks. First, commercial printers are not designed to print on glass slides. Thus, microarrays can only be spotted onto flexible membranes such as cellulose, nylon, and nitrocellulose. 2 Although these membranes are compatible with inkjet printers, droplet smearing and contamination often occur. Second, inkjet nozzles have a tendency to produce undesirable satellite droplets that contaminate surrounding spots and thus, reduce printing resolution. 85 Third, it is difficult to completely flush printing nozzles before a new solution is loaded. 2 This problem is more serious in piezoelectric printers since the nozzle is separated from the ink reservoir and all linking channels must be flushed clean. Fourth, the droplets experience high shear rates while passing through the nozzle and impacting the substrate surface. Under these shear rates or high temperatures, there is a risk of denaturing biomolecules in the solution. Allain et al. 2 summarized a number of studies that demonstrated that DNA can be spotted with inkjet printers and remain intact; however, proteins are more fragile and may be more sensitive to the extreme conditions of inkjet printing. Okamoto et al. 62 have fabricated microarrays with bubble jet technology, and report that DNA solutions can be used without damage. Furthermore, they suggest that the elevated temperature of solutions spotted with inkjet printers may enhance DNA reaction times, and is a notable advantage. 62 Efforts have been made to modify inkjet printers to make them more suitable for microarray printing. For example, Tseng et al. 85 proposed a novel thermal inkjet nozzle that eliminates satellite droplets and improves the speed and control of droplet deposition. The new device was a modification of a commercial thermal inkjet printer, with an additional resistive heater. This heater is used to form a second vapor bubble, which eliminates satellite droplets by pinching off or "tail trimming" the exiting droplet ( Figure 21 ).
Other printing systems use existing inkjet printing technology, modified with new dispensing mechanisms to overcome the limitations of commercial inkjet printers. The most common configuration for these types of spotters is a deposition head with a large number of top loaded reservoirs that each feeds to a separate nozzle. Using this configuration, many droplets of different solutions can be dispensed simultaneously. For example, Takagi et al. 81 developed a dispenser having 128 separate nozzles. Each nozzle is independently actuated by an electrostatically moving membrane, which generates a pressure pulse. Gutmann et al. 21 used 24 separate nozzles with a common piston that provides a pressure pulse to all of the nozzles simultaneously. The common piston ensures that an identical pressure pulse is provided to all of the nozzles, but also risks contamination. 22 
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FIGURE 21
Thermal inkjet operation schematic. Resistive heater creates a vapor bubble that pinches off the droplet and eliminates satellite droplets. 85 Inkjet printing has also found an application in generating microarrays of in situ synthesized oligonulceotides which is typically performed by photochemical means. Instead of using light to direct synthesis, jets of reagents for DNA synthesis are delivered to microscopic spots on a substrate. Different piezoelectric jets fabricated in glass, silicon or ceramics are employed to synthesize DNA arrays, 12, 27 and solvents that have low volatility, high surface tension and high viscosity are preferable to prevent evaporation and mixing of adjacent sites. An alternative to prevent mixing is to create non-wetting regions between synthesis sites. 12 
Electrospray Deposition (ESD)
As with inkjet printing, electrospray deposition (ESD) is a technique borrowed from an existing application and applied to microarray fabrication. ESD is most commonly used to deposit thin films of polymers, semiconductive ceramics, and radioactive sources. 58 In recent years, there have been a variety of studies using this technique to deposit biological solutions. 5, 6, 32, 54, 57, 58 In ESD, a dielectric mask is placed between a capillary tube containing the solution to be deposited and the substrate (Figure 22 ). An electrostatic field is activated between the capillary and the substrate, which drives the solution out of the capillary nozzle. The solution droplets are attracted to the substrate through the holes in the mask. The size of the droplets deposited on the surface is controlled by the size of the holes in the mask. A microarray is created by filling a series of capillaries each with a different solution to be spotted. The array is then created by spraying from one capillary, moving the substrate or mask, and then spraying from a different capillary.
ESD allows for fast and parallel fabrication of microarrays. The use of a single capillary tube for each solution reduces the reservoir filling time. In addition to the high efficiency, ESD is also capable of producing very small spots. To produce spots of 2-6 µm in diameter, mask openings are about 25 µm. 58 The shortcoming of the ESD method is that the inter-spot distance (i.e., pitch) is inherently large because the mask holes are much larger than spot sizes. Typical spot spacing is 1 mm. 58 Thus, although ESD can produce microarrays quickly with uniform sized spots, spot density is poor. In addition to limited spot density, the ESD method is also limited by significant challenges related to fluidics. The droplet distribution within an ESD spray is not uniform. The highest density of droplets occurs directly below the capillary and decreases with radial distance from the center line. Morozov and Morozova 58 investigated techniques to remedy this problem. One solution involved moving the mask and substrate to allow for uniform deposition. However, this technique still resulted in the formation of irregularly shaped spots, 58 which is an indication of either droplet splashing during impact or the deposition of satellite droplets. Fortunately, since the inter-spot spacing is large, the possibility of contamination of neighboring spots is low.
As with inkjet printing, ESD is also limited by the potential to damage biomolecules during deposition. The droplets undergo significant shear rates during expulsion from the nozzle and during impact. Additionally, the solution becomes charged when the electrostatic field is activated, and some proteins may deform under such conditions. Finally, the electric field can cause electrochemical reactions that can affect pH levels of the solution. When using ESD, it is important to select solutions that are inert under these conditions. A less complex ESD system was developed by Moerman et al. 54 This system does not require a mask, relying instead on a single dispensing capillary very close to the substrate surface. Instead of producing a spray of droplets, the system dispenses each droplet individually. Droplet deposition is controlled by varying the electric field or the height of the substrate from the capillary. Unlike the approach of Morozov and Morozova, 57 this system requires serial fabrication of an array and is quite slow. It also requires precise spatial control to ensure uniform distribution and spot size.
Another non-contact printing technique similar to ESD is a Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) technique 11, 20, 22 based on scanning ion conductance microscopy. This technique allows for depositing nano-spots by applying an electrical field pulse between the substrate and a nano-pipette that is filled with sample ( Figure 23 ). Using 1 V pulses, sub-micron diameter spots of DNA and protein have been formed. The pipette tips typically have inner diameters of 100-150 nm and distances between the pipette tip and the surface 100-150 nm.
Laser Writing
Laser ablation fabrication has recently been used to produce microarrays of protein solutions 84 by means of direct and indirect spot deposition. For direct writing, a quartz disk is coated with a mixture of biological samples, glycerol and buffer. 15, 71 A pulsed laser is scanned across the surface of the disk, locally evaporating small regions of the coating. The sample evaporates and releases liquid droplets that accumulate on the substrate (Figure 24 ). Droplets deposited in this manner are much smaller than those deposited by conventional contact printing. Ringeisen et al. 71 produced uniform 50 µm spots and claimed that spots less than 10 µm can be formed using this method. This method requires the use of very little sample, which is an advantage over conventional pin printing methods that often induce significant sample waste. 71 Indirect laser writing makes use of the established micromachining process of lift-off. A laminate or photoresist is applied to a substrate and selectively removed with laser and a mask (Figure 25) . A biological solution is then applied to the surface, and the remaining 
FIGURE 25
Schematic of an indirect laser writing system. A laminate or photoresist deposited on a substrate is selectively removed with laser and a mask using lift-off technique. Adapted from Schwarz et al. 76 laminate is removed, leaving a patterned sample on the substrate 76 
SUMMARY
An ideal printing system should be capable of creating uniform, dense arrays of small droplets using a minimum volume of solution, while preventing solution contamination and biomolecular damage. Furthermore, the system should be inexpensive, reliable, and durable. None of the existing methods fulfill all of these criteria. Contact printing with solid and split pins is currently the most prevalent system used in industry and research laboratories. Overall, this technology imparts reproducible results with little required maintenance; however, contact printing is slow, expensive, and at times suffers from problems of contamination.
Contact pin printing is plagued by several problems that have led to the development of competing technologies. The main limitations for split pin printing include low speed, the requirement of pre-printing, pin clogging, tip deformation, and droplet uniformity. Precise control of the pin motion would eliminate the need for pin tapping to deposit fluid, thereby improving droplet uniformity and increasing pin life. Clogging is a very serious problem for split pins and can lead to poor performance and contamination.
Recent pin designs have relied on alternative materials to metals, such as silicon, ceramics, and polymers. These new materials have allowed engineers to evaluate a wide range of geometries and material characteristics. For example, silicon micromachining enables parallel construction of many devices, which greatly increases fabrication efficiency and reduces cost. Elastomeric polymers such as PDMS are used to mold microstamps that are also capable of parallel contact printing. Microstamping is an inexpensive and efficient printing technique compared to contact pin printing and is well-suited for high-throughput microarray fabrication. However, an improvement in the control of printed sample volumes is necessary for wide-spread use of this technique.
In addition to new materials and fabrication technologies, new surface treatment methods are being explored to increase control over wetting phenomena. For example, electrowetting, which enhances capillary forces by controlling the surface tension in an electrostatic field, is being used to drive fluids through nozzles. Besides microscale methods, nanoscale techniques, based on atomic force microscopy, are being investigated for printing high density arrays at a submicron scale.
Completely different approaches are developed for non-contact printing. Of these methods, inkjet technology shows great promise for reducing the cost of microarray fabrication. Unfortunately, the printing inaccuracies that are often acceptable in document printing cause unacceptable problems for biochip microarray fabrication. Splashing and satellite droplets cause contamination and irregular spot sizes. Another method, electrospray deposition, suffers from similar drawbacks, with the additional disadvantage of negative effects of electric fields on certain types of biomolecules. Photochemical non-contact printing, which enables very efficient high-throughput microarray fabrication, can lead to biomolecular denaturization as well.
In summary, there are a variety of new technologies that hold promise for faster, more efficient, less expensive microarray fabrication. In order for competing technologies to be viable in the long term, microarray quality (e.g., spot uniformity and size) must also be evaluated alongside throughput and cost considerations. Although no single one of these new methods has yet supplanted the conventional method of contact pin printing, the continued development of new materials and micromachining techniques may soon lead to an alternative technology, making the technique of biomolecular microarray analysis even more accessible to the scientific community.
